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Abstract
Here we introduce a new technique called scanning ion deep level transient
spectroscopy (SIDLTS) for the spatial analysis of electrically active defects in devices.
In the first part of this paper, a simple theory behind SIDLTS was introduced and
factors determining its sensitivity and resolution were discussed. In this paper, we
demonstrate the technique on MeV boron implantation induced defects in an Au–Si
Schottky junction. SIDLTS measurements are compared with capacitance DLTS
measurements over the temperature range, 100–300 K. SIDLTS analyses indicate the
presence of two levels, one of which was positively identified as the Ec − 0.23 eV
divacancy level. The high sensitivity of SIDLTS is verified and the advantages and
limitations of the technique are discussed in light of non-exponential components in the
charge transient response. Reasons for several undetected levels are also discussed.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Scanning ion deep level transient spectroscopy (SIDLTS)
is a new technique for the spatial imaging of trap levels
across a semiconductor device [1]. In principle, it allows the
identification of defect spatial inhomogeneities which when
correlated with macroscopic electrical properties provides
useful feedback for device engineering. In short, the method
relies on injecting carriers into traps by generating an electronhole pair (EHP) plasma using the energy-loss of focused MeV
ions. The detrapping process is monitored as a charge transient
and its temperature dependence is used to extract quantitative
trap signatures from which energy levels can be derived. The
beam is scanned over the region of interest and images of
trap levels and, in theory, quantitative trap density information
can be extracted. In conjunction with the time resolved or
transient ion beam induced current (TIBIC) [2–4] technique
for mapping device properties such as electric-field [5] or
mobility, it offers an ideal means for in situ monitoring
3
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of radiation effects in micro-electronic devices. A simple
theoretical background of the technique, including a derivation
of the charge transient, and conditions resulting in maximum
sensitivity were discussed in part I of this paper [6]. Although
SIDLTS can be applied to a wide range of semiconductors
structures and materials, here we illustrate the technique by
investigating MeV ion implantation induced defects in a Au–Si
Schottky barrier whose general properties are similar to highspeed Si photodetectors optimized for around 800 nm.
Ion implantation was employed to generate defects as
it can tightly control both the concentration and depth
distribution. The types of defects introduced by MeV
ion implantation in Si are generally the same for a broad
distribution of ion species and energies [7, 8]. With this
being the first in-depth analysis of SIDLTS data, a direct
comparison with majority carrier capacitance DLTS is also
performed to assess its advantages and limitations. One such
limitation is the inability to accurately model the volume of
trapped charge thereby complicating quantitative extraction
of absolute defect densities. For this reason a series of
devices with trap concentrations ranging from below the
DLTS minimum detectable limit (MDL) to many times this
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limit were produced. Prior to SIDLTS analysis, trapping
effects on device performance were characterized by CV
and IV analysis as a function of temperature. Defect levels
and their depth profiles were measured with depth-resolved
DLTS. Finally, SIDLTS data were collected with a focused
2.1 MeV He+ beam and absolute sensitivities were established
by comparison with DLTS data. Complications due to nonexponential components in the transient response are discussed
in detail. Importantly, several majority carrier traps measured
by DLTS were not observed in SIDLTS and reasons for this
are dealt with.

2. Device preparation and characterization
2.1. Optimal device and beam configuration
Numerous opposing constraints determine the optimal device
for illustrating the SIDLTS method in micron thick active
layer devices. Minimizing substrate diffusion currents, which
interferes with the interpretation of detrapping, requires the
use of either MeV He or heavy ions or lower energy protons.
Higher energies with a shorter range produce larger plasma
densities and longer ambipolar periods [6], more suited to
thin-junction analysis. Beam bunching for protons could be
an option but rigidly controlling the applied fluence over a
nanosecond burst may be technically challenging. An analysis
beam that maximizes SIDLTS sensitivity depends on the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the emission transient, which
is a complex function of various factors, the largest being the
volume of filled traps [6]. If the bulk of trapping occurs during
the ambipolar phase [6], a maximum in the trapped quotient
occurs when one maximizes the overlapping integral of the
defect distribution Nt (x,y,z) with the thermalized SIDLTS
injected plasma distribution nEHP (x, y, z, t).
For SIDLTS, the ion species and energy chosen for
analysis must inject an EHP plasma over a similar range to that
probed electrically if a meaningful comparison with DLTS is
to be made. For depth-resolved DLTS analysis, a bias pulse
must be able to probe from the built-in junction, up to and
beyond the defect profile being investigated. Hence the nsubstrate doping chosen for device fabrication must result in
a junction geometry amenable to both techniques before and
after defects are implanted [1, 6]. For Si, substrate resistivities
from 20 to 30 cm (depletion width varies from ∼2 to 15 µm
over 0–10 V) meet all the above requirements. Ideally an
epitaxial structure with a lightly doped top n-Si and heavily
doped substrate would be used due to its advantage in reducing
series resistance losses at lower temperatures [9].
In order to limit displacement damage interfering with
defects being probed, a MeV He beam with an energy chosen
to result in a peak energy loss at the peak of the displacement
damage results in most damage being dumped just beyond the
region of interest. For the focused microbeam used in these
studies, the maximum energy for a tightly focused MeV He
beam was 2.1 MeV which results in a maximum SNR if the
implanted defect peak overlaps the Bragg peak at 5.6 µm in Si.
2.2. Device fabrication and ion implantation
Float-zone (FZ) hyper-pure 100 n-Si of thickness
240–260 µm with a resistivity of 20–30 cm was used to form

Au–Si Schottky contacts. For defect implantation, a 5.2 MeV
B beam was chosen to maximize the overlap integral of the
defect profile and EHP plasma for a He energy of 2.1 MeV and
160 nm of Au [10]. Irradiation was performed with a 1.7 MV
tandem accelerator and SNIC ion source at the Australian
National University. Previous reports for low fluence 11 B
implantation observed the A-centre [VO] and various charge
states of the divacancy [VV] [11]. Devices were mounted at
7◦ to the normal to avoid channelling into the 100 plane.
Channelling, which can increase the ion range by up to 30%,
would severely reduce sensitivity by reducing the overlap
integral of the defect and EHP density profiles. Reports of
possible discrepancies in channelled and randomly directed
MeV 10,11 B ranges in Si are too small to be of significance
here [12]. Boron activation can be neglected since devices
were stored at or below room temperature before analysis.
Any activation would only constitute a fraction of a per cent
of the implanted damage and since DLTS and SIDLTS results
are to be compared, the only real quantities of interest are
the defect signatures and overall concentrations. Four wafers
with implanted fluences ranging from 1.2 × 109 (device A) to
7 × 109 cm−2 (device D) were processed.
To avoid numerous complications [13, 14], devices were
irradiated with low beam currents, at room temperature, under
dark conditions and with no external connections. Room
temperature was used as increased lattice stress and its effect
on band structure and defect level splitting is known to increase
at lower temperatures [15, 16] where the lack of thermal
agitation results in divacancies frozen or strained into lower
dimensional configurations [17]. Since DLTS results are to be
extrapolated over the entire fluence range, defect concentration
must be linear with fluence if concentration estimates are to be
reasonably extrapolated. Using low currents for implantation
ensures non-linear effects at high beam fluxes does not interfere
with a defect introduction rate which is linear with fluence [18].
Previous studies on 1.3 MeV H+ implants in n-Si have shown
that in the low-fluence regime (of the order of 109 cm−2 ), a high
ion flux can lead to enhanced recombination from overlapping
spatio-temporal tracks [18].
Schottky devices were then fabricated on wafers A to
D by first removing native oxide with HF, followed by
immediate evaporation of circular 0.8 mm diameter, 160 nm
thick Au pads. An ohmic contact to the roughened substrate
was made using an InGa eutectic. Removing the oxide is
critical as it results in numerous complications including a
reduced barrier height and increased tunnelling. Oxide layers
also increase interfacial recombination resulting in reduced
charge collection efficiencies (CCE) [19]. Furthermore,
charge trapped during irradiation shifts the flat-band voltage
and barrier height [20] complicating analysis by making the
measured response a function of ion fluence.
At room temperature, CV analysis of an unirradiated
device gave a Schottky barrier height of 0.8–0.9 eV, confirming
little or no oxide on average. A near uniform dopant
level of approximately 2 × 1014 cm−3 was extracted from
the data.
The remaining devices were irradiated and
stored at room temperature for several months, meaning that
defect distribution probed by DLTS and SIDLTS should be
approximately the same. Temperature capacitance–voltage
(CV ) and current–voltage (I V ) analysis on device A revealed
1353
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Figure 1. Arrhenius plots (loge (en T −2 ) versus 1/T ) for three
electron trap levels detected after 11 B implantation. Linear fitting to
the three levels retrieves energies at 0.42, 0.25 and 0.19eV.

compensation related extension of the junction most likely
related to the introduction of the divacancy or another level
close to midgap [21, 22]. Forward bias series resistance
measurements combined with CV data at −5 V gave intrinsic
RC junction time constants of between 5 and 20 ns over 50 K
to 300 K, respectively. RC alteration of the Q-transient (used
to measure microsecond order time constants) can therefore be
ignored. The CSP risetime of 5 ns can also be ignored.
2.3. Depth resolved deep level transient spectroscopy
DLTS data were collected on device A during a controlled
isothermal warm up from 77 to 285 K. At each temperature,
capacitance transients are averaged and passed to a rate window
system using a lock-in amplifier weighting function and a
bias reduction pulse from 0.5 to 9.5 V. The pseudo-spectra
generated by a rate window were recorded for six time
constants ranging from 100 to 3200 ms. After converting the
correlator time constant to an emission rate, the Arrhenius plots
shown in figure 1 gave trap levels at Ec − 0.42, 0.25 and
0.19 eV ± 0.02. All further references to trap energy levels
will use the commonly accepted values of 0.43 eV, 0.23 eV
and 0.18 eV, respectively.
The 0.43 and 0.23 eV levels correspond to the unoccupied
singly and doubly negative charged states of the Si divacancy
denoted henceforth as [VV−/0 ] and [VV2−/− ], respectively.
The 0.18 eV level corresponds to the vacancy–oxygen
complex, [VO]. Additionally, several minority carrier traps
are known to exist in irradiated FZ n-Si, the main one of
interest being a hole trap at Ev + 0.19 eV. Other researchers
have also reported levels at Ev +0.36 eV [CO] and a deep donor
level (possibly the [VVO]) at Ec − 0.54 eV [21–23]. This last
level is largely responsible for any compensation effects. Both
went undetected in the above DLTS results; the absence of the
0.54 eV level is possibly due to an inappropriate window for
such a deep level. In MeV electron irradiated samples, the
ratio of the 0.23 and 0.43 eV levels is approximately linear
with electron fluence [24].
Depth resolved DLTS [25] was then performed to obtain
depth profiles for the 0.42 and 0.25 eV levels. The 0.19 eV
level could not be fully probed below 90 K as compensation
1354

Figure 2. Depth resolved DLTS measurements of the 0.42 eV and
0.25 eV divacancy levels. The 0.42 eV and 0.25 eV levels have peak
densities of 4.9 × 1013 cm−3 and 1.2 × 1013 cm−3 , respectively. Also
shown is the SRIM vacancy profile marginally artificially shifted to
coincide with the divacancy peak. Both distributions are
significantly broadened relative to their original implant distribution.

extended the built-in junction beyond the defect peak predicted
by SRIM. After correcting with the CV dopant profile,
approximate depth profiles for the 0.42 and 0.25 eV levels are
shown in figure 2 alongside the SRIM vacancy distribution for
5.2 MeV 11 B. Peak densities for the 0.42 eV and 0.25 eV levels
are 4.9 × 1013 cm−3 and 1.3 × 1013 cm−3 , respectively. The
depth profiles are shifted to co-align with the SRIM vacancy
peak to illustrate peak broadening of at least 0.5 µm. Although
slightly displaced from their commonly reported values [11],
these levels do in fact correspond to electron traps at 0.43 eV,
0.23 eV and 0.18 eV. All further references will in fact refer to
these accepted values.
Heavy ion irradiation studies have also observed significant broadening compared with predicted vacancy profiles [7, 26]. In other studies, ions producing a defect peak
near the surface were found to have defect densities narrower
than expected; this was attributed to annihilation at the surface. Reisinger and Palmetshofer also observed broadening in
MeV H+ irradiated CZ n-Si and attributed it to a compensation
related Fermi level shift and band-bending in the implanted
region [27] due to compensating defects, most probably the
[VVO] complex near 0.5 eV [23, 28, 29]. Charged vacancies
generated in this region drift in the E-field, further enhancing
defect diffusion rates [30]. This is a dynamic process as diffusing vacancies spread compensation over a wider area, partially
restoring the Fermi level. Broadening therefore reduces the
trap density at the ionization peak, which may reduce the overall SIDLTS sensitivity. Modest broadening is acceptable since
the beam probes slightly beyond the trap peak [6].
On the reasonable assumption that damage is approximately linear with ion fluence [31], DLTS measurements on
device A were extrapolated to predict defect densities in all devices up to and including device D. In the low damage regime,
this assumption is quite valid and underpins much radiation
effect work using the non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) of a
particle to estimate effects such as degradation in leakage current and compensation.

Figure 3. Left axis: the measured CCE variation with bias (0 to
−10 V). Right axis: averaged Q-transients at room temperature for
0 V, −5 V and −10 V (the pre-trigger region has been removed).
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3. Scanning ion DLTS data collection
3.1. Data collection system
Measurements were performed using the MeV ion microbeam
at the University of Melbourne. A 2.1 MeV He+ beam
was focused to an approximate 1 µm beam spot about 1 cm
below the device to ensure minimal exposure to stray beam.
Micro-slit collimators were used to reduce the current to
approximately 50 cps, as measured on an Si p-i-n diode.
SIDLTS was performed on device D (larger defect densities)
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of any detrapping
transients. The device was mounted on a custom made closedcycle liquid He cryogenic stage detailed elsewhere [1] A
time-resolved or transient ion beam induced current (TIBIC)
system was used to measure scanned Q-transient data as a
function of bias and temperature [1]. Scanning the beam means
traps can release charge before the beam cycles back to the
same position. For this particular work, a reduction in noise
and parasitic elements was possible by directly mounting the
charge sensitive preamplifier (Amptek 250 CSP [32] with a
time constant of approximately 380 µs) on the target stage,
close to, but thermally isolated from the cryogenic stage.
Q-transients were recorded with a 1 GHz bandwidth Lecroy
digital storage oscilloscope (DSO).
3.2. Device spatial uniformity
Initially, room temperature Q-transient data was recorded from
0 to −10 V. Figure 3 indicates that increasing bias improves
the CCE (taken as the prompt charge component) until it
saturates at higher biases. The reasonable CCE at zero bias
is of no surprise as the built-in-junction is at least half the
ion range. Within the defect region, the minority carrier
lifetime is expected to decrease sharply after irradiation [33]
leading to considerable losses at lower biases. For an applied
bias above that necessary to cover the ion range, the CCE
should approximately follow the Hecht relationship [34] in the
presence of traps and non-linear losses from SC effects [35].
As the E-field increases, a reduced ambipolar period and
higher drift velocity further reduces any losses. Even so,

Figure 4. A 200 µm × 200 µm image of the edge region generated
from the Q-transient prompt height at each pixel. The lower plots
represent spectra extracted from regions marked A and B, as well as
the entire scan C. Region B exhibits strong multiple peaking. All
spectra have been normalized to the total number of transients in the
scan, i.e. the area under spectrum C.
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

trapping and recombination seem to playing a significant role
as the CCE never increases above 75% at room temperature.
The device was then cooled to a temperature of 90 K and
a 200 µm × 200 µm Q-transient array was collected at −5 V
(chosen to deplete the trap region with a minimum E-field to
maximize sensitivity). Beam scanning has a twofold purpose
in this experiment. The first is to find a uniform region suitable
for analysis. Uniformity is critical if spatial averaging is to be
a meaningful means of improving the SNR. The near-edge
region was chosen to illustrate the scanning abilities of the
technique. The second is to ensure the area scanned is large
enough to minimize trap densities introduced by the analysis
beam. The image shown in figure 4 was calculated using
the prompt height of each Q-transient. The CCE varies from
around 40% near the edge of the pad to a maximum of 85% in
the lower left region. Indicated in the lower part of the figure is
the total spectrum and spectra extracted from regions marked
A and B. Region A exhibits the highest CCE and the minimum
peak FWHM.
The variation in CCE was not expected to be anywhere
near as large as 45% in the uniform centre of the device.
Furthermore, the multiple peaking shown in the lower right
region was also unexpected. The following (a)–(f) are tentative
explanations related primarily to the quality of the near surface
region.
(a) A thickness variation in the deposited Au layer (unlikely
to be large enough to explain the variation alone) but large
enough to cause spatial change in the spreading resistance
which may cause an RC time constant related lengthening
of charge collection [36].
(b) A non-uniform thin layer of oxide which introduces a
barrier height which changes with irradiation due to charge
1355
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Figure 5. A selection of 50 µm × 50 µm images from region A in figure 4 over 110 to 277 K. An inhomogeneity in the top left region of the
scan increases its spatial extent and intensity over 110 to 244 K. Above 244 K the image intensity reduces and speckles due to an increase in
the bad event rate. The colour scale on the right represents the CCE in units of per cent.
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

trapped at the oxide and Si–SiO2 interface [20]. It also
introduces tunnelling currents at high injection levels and
low temperatures.
Surface contamination which modulates the energy-loss
of the ion through the junction.
Possible damage during processing and wire bonding.
Anomalous charge collection has been observed to give
closely spaced multiple peaks for fission fragments [37]
which may also be related to high-field impact ionization
generated during the ion strike (peak separation is usually
smaller than observed here and observed CCE can be
higher than 100%).
The formation of extended defects (unlikely in this low
defect density regime).

As it is difficult to assign any one process to the above
observation, and given the uncertainty surrounding the cause
of multiple peaking, further SIDLTS analysis was performed
on region A.
3.3. Isothermal temperature scanning
Prior to subsequent analysis, the total fluence below which
an acceptable level of damage is introduced was calculated
using SRIM. Acquiring 100 ions per temperature should yield
a ten-fold increase in the SNR after averaging. Whether this
was an adequate SNR was unknown at this stage. For a scan
size of 50 µm × 50 µm, 100 ions per temperature over 900
temperatures produce roughly the same damage as a fluence
of 6.6 × 108 cm−2 B ions. This value was simply calculated as
the ratio of the peak heights in the generated vacancy profiles
for 5.2 MeV B and 2.1 MeV He+ , respectively. Annealing
aside, beam damage represents less than 10% of the probed
damage, a level we consider acceptable. Spreading damage
over an even wider scan would further reduce this problem.
However, the double peak structure reduced the overall scan
1356

area available. Furthermore, there is experimental evidence to
suggest that free-carrier plasmas can either create new defects
via a recombination enhanced channel or anneal them as
observed by Drevinsky et al [38], Barnes and Samara (forward
bias injection annealing) [39] and Walters et al (photo-injection
annealing) [40]. Modelling the sum total of these effects is
beyond the scope of this paper.
The liquid He cryostat was switched off and 10×10 arrays
covering an area of 50 µm × 50 µm were continually collected
as the device isothermally warmed up at ∼0.25 K min−1 . The
average temperature was recorded at the beginning and end of
each scan and its average assigned. A total of 900 scans were
collected from 90 to 280 K and besides an approximate 5%
increase in the prompt height, no obvious change was noted in
the Q-transient as a function of temperature. Using the same
method applied to get figure 4, the series of images in figure 5
were produced for temperatures between 95 and 275 K. At low
temperatures, the area in the top left appears to collect more
charge which expands further with increasing temperature.
Above 244 K, more speckling appears due to increased noise.
The poor image at 255 K is representative of a small band
of temperatures where the CSP baseline drifted close to the
DC trigger level on the DSO, resulting in false events (black
points on the image). For on-line analysis, pseudo-spectra
were generated by first averaging all Q-transients at each
temperature and applying a double-box car algorithm with a
variable window length, τref . The spectra in figure 6 were
produced for τref = 6, 10 and 16 µs. The existence of at least
one level was encouraging.

4. Data reduction techniques and analysis of
SIDLTS data
The defect densities being studied are so small that the SNR
of an individual Q-transient is not high enough to extract an
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Figure 6. Double-box car SIDLTS pseudo-spectra calculated for
τref = 6, 10 and 16 µs after first removing the initial several
microseconds. Vertical offsets have been applied for viewing
purposes. As expected the peak position shifts towards higher
temperature with shorter τref .

accurate measurement of the emission rate, epn . Achieving
the necessary SNR requires either averaging and/or filtering.
Assuming noise to be random and uncorrelated between
events, transient averaging in
√ the Poisson limit results in
an SNR which increases as N, where N is the number
of transients. Preserving the signal shape is necessary for
calculating Et and filtering was rejected at this stage. Unlike
filtering, averaging does not distort the signal shape as long
as trigger jitter remains small. An unfortunate disadvantage
of transient averaging is that image resolution is reduced
in proportion to the number of channels averaged. In
some cases it may possible to improve the SNR and retain
primary structural information by averaging along the axis
with least structural importance or variation. In this work, not
knowing whether the SNR would be high enough to resolve
detrapping, we proceeded by averaging over the entire scan
area at each temperature. Reasonable spatial uniformity in the
region selected was necessary for meaningful results. Spatial
averaging is only a consequence of requiring a high SNR in the
device under study and unnecessary for larger defect densities.
4.1. Q-transient correction and non-exponentiality
Each transient is composed of a pre-trigger baseline which
includes no useful information besides the RMS noise and
dc baseline. Before transient averaging, the size of the dataset is reduced by restoring the baseline, calculating the RMS
noise and removing the pre-trigger region. Each transient in
the data-set is then corrected to account for the exponential
decay of the CSP. The value used for τcsp was obtained by
fitting an exponential decay to transients collected at the base
temperature of 90 K where 1/epn  τcsp and detrapping has
negligible influence on the decay time. The results of fitting
gave τcsp = 384 ± 4 µs, which is close to the calibrated value
of 378 ± 4 µs. The value measured during the experiment was
chosen over the calibration value since τcsp may have altered
due to the addition of parasitics. One possible example of
this is a change in CSP characteristics with temperature due
to its proximity to the cryogenic stage [41]. If the CSP decay
does change with temperature, the difference in τcsp is likely

Figure 7. A sequence of Q-transients 1–9 indicating an increasing
time constant as the temperature is reduced from around 225 to
190 K. i.e. the peak region in figure 6. The height of the transients
are only 2.3 mV illustrating the need for noise reduction techniques
such as averaging.

to be larger at low temperatures. Since they are close, this
possibility can be discounted. Effects of an error in τcsp are
discussed elsewhere [31]. A representation of the resultant
Q-transients after first removing their prompt steps is shown in
figure 7, illustrating the increased epn as temperature increased
from around 150 (8) to 225 K (1). The Q-transients span the
single peak noted in the pseudo-spectrum of figure 6.
Using the theoretical form of the transient [6], the
following function was used to fit to the dataset:
Q(t) = q0 − q1 exp(−epn t),

(1)

where |q0 − q1 | is the magnitude of the leading edge,
q1 is the detrapping magnitude and epn its emission rate.
The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used for non-linear
fitting and the following quantities were recorded at each
temperature: the fitting coefficients q0 , q1 and epn , the
covariance matrix Cjk , the normalized χm2 and the standard
deviation in the derived fitting parameters, σqj . Figure 8 shows
the Q-transient and its fit at 173, 198 and 206 K excluding the
first 2 µs. The error in the fit, taken as the difference between
the data and fitted function, is also shown as an inner plot at
each temperature. An exponential function of the same form
has been fit to that data as well. Note the markedly different
vertical and time scale on the error data.
4.2. Reasons for non-exponentiality
The reasons for non-exponentiality and its consequences to
data analysis need addressing before placing confidence in the
results of non-linear fitting. The following reasons may explain
the observed non-exponentiality: (a) simultaneous multi-trap
emission, (b) recombination and/or re-trapping of detrapping
charge, (c) carrier lifetime degradation, (d) diffusion of charge
from the substrate and (e) the effect of displacement current
associated with a violation of the dilution limit [25].
(a) Although DLTS results indicate majority carrier traps
from various levels are unlikely to result in similar timeconstants given the relatively large energy separations, the
decrease in τ1 with temperature does indicate trapping like
1357
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Figure 9. Three transients depicting the influence of recombination
during detrapping. Shown is a simulated transient with and without
recombination, as well as their difference indicating total losses.
Importantly the resultant transient has an inflexion point halfway up
the leading edge.

emission from an electron trap E2 and a hole trap E1 . As τ1
and τ2 have the same order of magnitude, their energy levels
must be close. On this basis alone, neither E1 nor E2 can be
the Ec − 0.43 eV. They should be any two of the following:
Ev + 0.19 eV, Ec − 0.18 eV and Ec − 0.23 eV. The hole trap
was not detected by DLTS and it remains a strong possibility.
(b) Recombination or re-trapping of detrapped charge
can also alter the leading edge of the Q-transient. SRH
recombination directly reduces the Q-transient magnitude as
does re-trapping of carriers. Given that numerous levels do
exist, it is not unreasonable to assume that some are primed
with the appropriate carrier. If the detrapping carrier is a hole,
then for times t  τp
q(t) ≈ eNp0 [τp (1 − e1/τp ) − τr cr Nr0 (1 − e1/τr )],

Figure 8. An example of single exponential fitting at 173 K (top),
198 K (middle) and 206 K (bottom). Errors were removed to better
view the discrepancy between the data and fit. The differences
between the data and fit as well as a fit to this data are also shown in
the inner plot.

behaviour. Assuming (1) the first time-constant is due to a
trap at E1 below the conduction or above the valence band
and (2) the second time-constant is due to a trap at E2 , either
below the conduction band or above the valence band. Please
note the use of levels at E1 and E2 in this discussion is in no
way connected to their previous use in the DLTS section. As
τ2 > τ1 , it follows that E2 > E1 . Possible level configurations
which may give rise to two exponentials are emission from
electron traps E1 and E2 , emission from hole traps E1 and
E2 , emission from an electron trap E1 and hole trap E2 and
1358

(2)

where Np0 is the initial number of detrapping holes, τp is the
detrapping time-constant of the holes, cr is the probability of
capture per recombination centre, Nr0 is the initial number of
primed recombination centres and τr is a time constant given
by τr = τp /(1 + cr Np0 ). Shown in figure 9 is a calculation for
τp = 500 µs, Nr0 = 1 × 1013 cm−3 and an Np0 cr product of 2.
Also shown is the case for zero recombination, i.e. Nr0 = 0.
Recombination influences the leading edge by reducing the
rate of increasing charge. Since the recombination process
is driven by the detrapping, an increase in τpn should also
increase τr . With increasing temperature, τr should decrease as
was observed. However, the existence of a second level would
also explain a decrease in τ1 with increasing temperature. The
point that eliminates recombination is that τ1 clearly increases
the rate of charge collection. It provides a positive source, not
a negative one as expected from recombination. In addition,
the leading edge does not have the required inflexion point.
(c) If the material lifetime has degraded to the point where
µτ E is shorter than the depletion width, the Hecht equation
states that the leading edge of the Q-transient has a timeconstant equal to the carrier lifetime [34]. In order to observe
this, the charge collection time must have extended to at least
the length of the first exponential [42, 43] requiring a mobility
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less than 1 cm2 Vs−1 . This is so ridiculously small that carrier
lifetime effects can be discounted.
(d) If the depletion width does not completely cover the
range of the EHP plasma, charge will diffuse from the substrate
into the junction where it interferes with the detrapping
time constant. However, CV analysis, not presented here,
clearly indicates the depletion region would totally cover the
implanted damage distribution at −5V and diffusion effects
can be ignored.
(e) The principle of the dilution limit [44] also applies to
SIDLTS analysis [6]. In DLTS on heavily damaged devices,
transients are forced to be singly exponential by holding the
capacitance constant and measuring dV /dt or by limiting
analysis to samples with Nt  0.1N + [45]. For device D, the
peak defect density may be 50% or more of the dopant level
leading to possible non-exponential behaviour due to the timedependence of the displacement current, dJd (t)/dt [6,25]. For
Nt > 0.1N + , both dxd /dt and Jd become time-dependent as
reflected in the Q-transient. In the non-dilute limit, the large
initial value of nt (0) produces an initial decrease in Jd (t).
This is reflected as an increase in Jc (t) and the Q-transient
will have a shorter time constant near the leading edge. As
detrapping proceeds, a point is reached where the dilution limit
is not breached and exponentiality is restored. For capacitance
−1
transients, the decay follows epn for t > epn
[25]. This
argument only applies if the filling plasma has saturated all
available traps which is expected to be the case in the core of
the ion track [6].
Given the points discussed above, the non-exponential
behaviour is most probably related to another detrapping level
and/or the effect of a rapidly changing displacement current.
To a certain extent, the exact nature of the first exponential can
be ignored so long as its influence can be discarded. A meaningful measurement of E2 can be made by placing restrictions
on the analysis window. For the Arrhenius analysis in the next
section, results from the region around the leading edge are
removed to obtain E2 . We also examined whether the temperature dependence of τ1 produces a sensible Arrhenius plot.
4.3. Arrhenius analysis of trap levels
At this stage, the leading time-constant is assumed to be
caused by a shallow trap at a position E1 away from either
the conduction or valence band. The second exponential,
which covers most of the transient width, is assumed to be
a deeper trap at E2 . An Arrhenius plot was calculated with
vertical errors given by σln[epn /T 2 ] = σepn /epn + 2σT /T , where
σepn and σT are the respective errors in epn and T . Analysis
of the E2 level progresses in two steps. Initially, a series of
Arrhenius plots using different windows were used to examine
non-exponentiality.
Shown in figure 10 is one such plot for a window of
2 to 261.5 µs, indicating a trap at 0.21 eV. As the start of
the window increases, the effect of non-exponentiality should
reduce and the measured trap level should asymptote towards
E2 . The data in figure 11 was produced for windows of 70.0 to
297.5 µs and fitting the extracted energy levels to the function
Et (t) = Et0 − Et1 exp(−αt), where Et0 is the baseline,
Et1 is the asymptotic trap energy and α is a constant. An
Et1 value of 0.22 ± 0.01 eV is very close to the electron trap at

Figure 10. Left axis: an Arrhenius plot for a window region of 2.0
to 261.5 µs. The derived trap level is 0.21 ± 0.02 eV. The reason for
the marked deviation is excessive noise around that temperature.
Right axis: the measured emission rate epn versus temperature over
the same range.

Ec −0.23 eV. To examine the possible level at E1 , the following
steps were taken. At each temperature, Q-transients were fitted
after excluding the first 20 µs. The remainder between the fit
and data over the first 20 µs should be due to the level E1 .
Unfortunately, Arrhenius analysis was not possible due to noise
which had a periodicity close to τ1 . We can only assume it to
be either the Ec − 0.18 eV and/or Ev + 0.19 eV, if a level at all.
4.4. Sensitivity issues for SIDLTS
Having established the detected level as being the divacancy
at 0.23 eV, one can now estimate an approximate sensitivity
by extrapolating the depth resolved DLTS measurements
presented earlier. Assuming linearity in the introduction rate,
device D has a peak defect concentration of 7.0 × 1013 cm−3 .
An upper estimate for the sensitivity in this experiment can
be made assuming the total signal is generated at this peak
density; not an unreasonable assumption as the overlap integral
of the energy-loss and implanted defect profile peaks in this
region. The magnitude of the detrapping signal ranges from
∼4 mV at 160 K to ∼1 mV at 210 K (calculated from the
fitting parameters as direct measurements require much longer
Q-transients). With a detrapping SNR better than 10, the
minimum detection limit (MDL) is at best 7 × 1012 cm−3 (less
than 50 parts per trillion).
Well-known hole traps including the positive charge state
of the divacancy [VV0/+ ] at Ev + 0.19 eV and a level at
Ev − 0.36 eV (COV complex) are not detected by majority
carrier DLTS and minority carrier DLTS studies were not
performed. Fortunately, the level positively identified was the
trap at Ec −0.23 eV. A second level may also have been detected
but its spectral position could not be uniquely determined.
Interestingly, the 0.43 eV level (largest trap concentration as
measured by DLTS) went unobserved as did the 0.18 eV level
(second largest concentration); this may be the unidentified
level, E1 . Several explanations (a)–(e) for their omission are
now discussed.
(a) As pointed out in part I, trap level filling factors and the
temperature dependence of the leakage current also determine
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derived for the region under analysis. Recombination is a
complex function of the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels, carrier populations, trap levels, capture rates and temperature. To clarify this point further, previously reported capture
cross-sections in similar material were used to calculate the
lifetime for each level as a function of carrier density and temperature [48, 49]. The carrier capture temperature dependence
observed at higher temperatures had the form
Cn,p = αT β ,

Figure 11. A plot of the energy level derived from the above series
of Arrhenius plots. As the fitting window t increases, the
activation energy E2 asymptotes towards a value of 0.22 ± 0.01 eV.
Also shown is a non-linear fit to the data.

the likelihood of a level being filled in the steady state. At
higher temperatures, higher leakage currents coupled with
larger trap filling factors means traps with time constants suited
to the CSP window (i.e. deep levels) may in fact be largely
filled in the steady state and hence insensitive to SIDLTS
probing.
(b) For the substrate used here, a significant increase in
the acoustic mobility at lower temperatures results in higher
ambipolar diffusivities Da and a faster ambipolar phase. This
results in potentially wider trap distributions but reduced
trap filling widths [6]. Although observation and TCAD
simulation have both confirmed a reduction in the ambipolar
period at low temperatures [46], the overall effect on SIDLTS
sensitivity is unknown. However, the radial expansion rate
increases faster than the rate of decreasing filling period which
when coupled with the generally larger capture rates at lower
temperature, results in larger amounts of charge trapped at
lower temperatures.
(c) At lower temperatures an increase in the substrate
series resistance leads to considerable losses. Band gap
narrowing (BGN) [6] with increasing temperature also predicts
an approximate 5% decrease in charge generated when going
from 300 to 100 K. While probably not large enough to account
for the absence of traps, they do accumulate with other factors
such as recombination.
(d) The sensitivity to mid-gap states such as the 0.43 eV
decreases when en and ep are similar and/or both longer than
τcsp [6]. For a τcsp value of 385 µs, the maximum response from
the 0.43 eV level is at temperatures considerably higher than
that of the 0.23 eV level. The increased leakage and reduced
SNR due to increased filling factors may have obscured its
detection when combined with the poorer sensitivity to midgap states where the likelihood of ep and en being of similar
magnitude increases. The lower capture cross-section at higher
temperature may combine to reduce the SNR of any mid-gap
states. These reasons do not explain the absence of levels such
as the Ec − 0.18 eV and Ev + 0.19 eV.
(e) Loss due to Auger [47] and SRH recombination/trapping in the ion track directly reduce the sensitivity
of SIDLTS [6]. Indeed, a reduced CCE of around 90% was
1360

(3)

where α and β are constants taken from [48, 49]. Although
extrapolating these results over 100 to 300 K may result in
some inaccuracy, an order of magnitude estimate is sufficient
for the general trends discussed here. The combined SRH and
Auger lifetimes were calculated for equivalent trap densities
of 5 × 1013 cm−3 (the same order of magnitude as measured
by DLTS) assuming each level behaves independently [50].
Level independence isn’t strictly true for different charge
states of the divacancy. However, they can be considered
independent if one state dominates as is the case here where
[VV−/0 ] dominates everywhere except at low-injection where
the lifetime is largely influenced by [VO]. The levels at
Ec + 0.36 eV and Ec − 0.54 eV have not been included
as DLTS did not detect them. Shown in figure 12 is the
simulated lifetime versus injection level at 100 K (top) and
300 K (bottom) indicating that the low- and high-injection
lifetimes are dominated by the [VV−/0 ] and [VO], respectively.
The enormous difference between the carrier capture rate
for the [VV−2/− ] results in this level having little effect on
the lifetime. Likewise, the large difference between the
capture rates of [VV0/+ ] reduces its effect on the lifetime.
Recombination at the [VV−/0 ] and [VO] levels is efficient
since cn and cp are similar in magnitude and much greater
than epn for the temperatures in question. Detrapping from
these levels is less likely than that from the [VV−2/− ] and
[VV0/+ ] and likely below the sensitivity of SIDLTS. Note that
[VV0/+ ] should also be detectable and may be responsible for
the leading exponential discussed previously. Typical carrier
densities during an ion strike can exceed 1018 cm−3 where
the lifetime is dominated by Auger recombination and [VO].
Note that while the simulated lifetimes are several orders of
magnitude longer than expected transit-times, defect clustering
at the end or range may reduce the local lifetime further. This
discussion also highlights the fact that while increasing the
ambipolar period does increase sensitivity, it also increases
recombination and is unlikely to aid in resolving certain levels.

5. Future work
There are several means for improving on and eliminating some
of the disadvantages discussed above: most notably the absence
of a number of levels. The use of a charge amplifier with
higher sensitivity and no Q-transient shaping would be a more
desirable choice for extending analysis to longer emission time
constants. As discussed elsewhere [6], the use of high-energy
heavy ions results in significantly longer ambipolar periods
which enhance sensitivity across all temperatures. While
averaging over the image has resulted in a very high sensitivity,
one must remember that it is not always possible, nor desirable, if imaging is required. In this context, heavy-ion SIDLTS
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Figure 12. Injection dependence of the individual and total lifetime
for [VO], [VV=/− ], [VV0/+ ] and [VV−/0 ] at 100 K (top) and 300 K
(bottom). At 300 K, the high-injection lifetime is dominated by
Auger recombination and [VO]. The low-injection lifetime is
dominated by SRH recombination at [VV−/0 ]. At 100 K the lifetime
is dominated by the [VO] level for most injection levels.

may prove critical for thin-junction analysis with low density
non-uniform spatial distributions. Issues relating to the damage introduced during analysis will need further addressing [6].
Increasing the sensitivity may also be achieved by simply
increasing accumulating trapped SC by accumulating the
number of ions striking each position. If the beam were
modulated in single ion mode, the beam repetition rate should
be set such that charge accumulates faster than it is emitted.
In fact, this could be a means of performing real time rate
window analysis with the pulse repetition width being the
timing window used by rate windows in DLTS techniques.
These issues will be the topic of a future paper.

6. Conclusion
The SIDLTS technique has been successfully demonstrated
and correlated with DLTS measurements to obtain an
approximate sensitivity level. The technique’s methodology
including data collection and analysis has been illustrated
in light of non-exponentiality. Although SIDLTS failed
to observe most trap levels, one must remember that the
main impetus behind its development is to examine defects
responsible for charge collection deficiencies in devices such
as particle detectors and photodetectors used in radiation hard
environments. The absence of traps in SIDLTS spectra can be
as equally useful in diagnosing device degradation. In future

Figure 13. The temperature dependence of individual and total
lifetimes for [VO], [VV=/− ], [VV0/+ ] and [VV−/0 ] levels at
low-injection (top) and high-injection (bottom). The low-injection
lifetime is dominated by the [VO] and [VV-/0] at low and high
temperatures, respectively.

experiments we plan to examine reasons for the missing levels
in more detail.
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